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Cheerful tastes, 
bright choices. 

laminate.



Smartline 8 hydro+ Lotus Oak

Looking for a beautiful laminate floor that’s 
full of life? Smartline by BerryAlloc is sure to 
delight you with its fun, vivacious character 
and highly realistic wood looks. These 
cheerful floors will bring many moments 
of joy into any home and their exceedingly 
practical nature is made for all kinds of 
lifestyles. Water-resistant, scratch-resistant, 
extra-easy to install and maintain… Take your 
pick because this floor has it all. 

Carefree 
charm.



Smartline 8 V4 Liverpool Oak

What’s in a name?
With Smartline by BerryAlloc, you know you’re 
making a smart choice. You’re choosing a 
gorgeous floor with genuine charm and the 
authentic look and feel of real wood. You’re 
choosing premium quality laminate, made in 
Belgium. You’re choosing scratch-resistant. 
Easy maintenance. Easy installation. Easy on the 
wallet, and easy on the eyes. Need we say more? 
In this case, the smart choice is the right choice. 

Water resistant? Yes, please!
This collection gives you the choice between 
Smartline 8 V4 and Smartline 8 hydro+. What’s 
the difference? Smartline 8 hydro+ is fully 
water-resistant thanks to the hydro+ technology 
that’s applied to all sides of the plank – and 
this has well-proven its durability, quality, and 
value for money after years of exposure to daily 
situations. Mix and match both types of floors 
and create a wonderful flow in your home from 
your hallway, living room and kitchen, to your 
bedroom and bathroom. Beautiful wood looks 
for every step? Check! 

Follow  
your heart.  
Think smart.



Discover  
the collection. 

Verdi Oak
Natural oak, cerused finish
8 V4 62002237
8 hydro+ 62002329
Skirting 63001738
T-profile 63001680

Liverpool Oak
Crafted oak
8 V4 62002241
8 hydro+ 62002331
Skirting 63001749
T-profile 63001691

Corsica Oak
Expressive oak
8 V4 62002242
Skirting 63001752
T-profile 63001694

Fiji Oak
Expressive oak
8 hydro+ 62002332
Skirting 63001751
T-profile 63001693

Sicily Oak
Expressive oak
8 V4 62002244
Skirting 63001753
T-profile 63001695

easy to  
install

hydro+ 100% 
water-repellent 
coating*

scratch 
resistant

easy to 
maintain

compatible 
with 
underfloor 
heating

(*) only for Smartline 8 hydro+

With Smartline by BerryAlloc, you’ll find 12 different designs 
with detailed wood looks. Light or dark, with brown, beige, 
or grey undertones, these colours are made to suit all tastes. 
Can’t decide on the character? Choose between subtle textures 
and a cerused finish, or go for rustic and natural with extra knots. 
For regular rooms, you’re best off with Smartline 8 V4 or go for 
that extra water-resistant boost with Smartline 8 hydro+. 

1288 x 190 mm

Class 23/32 | AC4

residential 
warranty 
20 years



Smartline 8 hydro+ Iris Oak

Lily Oak
Natural oak
8 V4 62002246
8 hydro+ 62002334
Skirting 63003070
T-profile 63003130

Daisy Oak
Natural oak 
8 hydro+ 62002335
Skirting 63003071
T-profile 63003131

Rossini Oak
Natural oak, cerused finish
8 V4 62002245
8 hydro+ 62002333
Skirting 63003069
T-profile 63003129

Bristol Oak
Crafted oak
8 hydro+ 62002337
Skirting 63003074
T-profile 63003134

Lotus Oak
Natural oak
8 hydro+ 62002330
Skirting 63001740
T-profile 63001682

Capri Oak
Expressive oak
8 V4 62002251
8 hydro+ 62002338
Skirting 63003075
T-profile 63003135

Iris Oak
Natural oak
8 V4 62002248
8 hydro+ 62002336
Skirting 63003072
T-profile 63003132



Smartline 8 hydro+ Lotus Oak



Fillertwine
Use the Fillertwine joint 
sealing strip as a base for 
sealant. Fill in all expansion 
gaps to make sure your floor 
can still shrink and expand.
10 m / Ø 8 mm
Ref: 63002899

Hydro+ sealant
This specially developed 
sealant protects the edges of 
your floor from humidity, and 
should be used in expansion 
points at perimeters, under 
doorways, and around pipes. 
310 ml 
Ref: HPSILICONE

Yay! You’ve just picked out your new floor. What’s next? Use a BerryAlloc 
underlay for added support and minimised walking sound. We also provide 
matching skirtings and profiles for a detailed finish. 

Looking to install Smartline 8 hydro+?

 
What’s next? 

Fully protect your Smartline 8 hydro+ floor by using specialised hydro+ 
accessories for a 100% water-resistant floor. 

Excellence Plus 
underlay

Excellence Impact+ 
underlay

Install

Matching T-Profile
Adjustable height
2400 x 40 x 8 mm 
(L x W x H)

Finish

60 mm matching skirting
Installation: glue or clips
2400 x 12 x 60 mm 
(L x W x H)

Excellence Go 
underlay

Tapping  
block

Maintain

This biodegradable and 
fragrant laminate cleaner is 
suitable for both first-time 
maintenance and regular 
use. 1 litre. 
(LC1000)



When installing, keep the following tips 
in mind: 
- Read the installation manual 

beforehand and closely follow each step.
- Use one of our BerryAlloc underlays 

for added stability and minimised 
walking sound.

- Use our matching accessories 
for a sophisticated finish.

- Remember to use our specialised 
hydro+ accessories when installing 
Smartline 8 hydro+.

Scan the QR code to watch the installation video.

Want to know the details of your new floor? You’ll be able to explore all the tech specs here.

Installation  
tips.

Technical guide. 

Smartline 8 V4 Smartline 8 hydro+
Locking system PentaLoc PentaLoc

Bevels 4 4

Class 23/32 23/32

Hydro+ no yes

Underfloor heating compatibility yes yes

Residential warranty 20 years 20 years

Plank size 1288 x 190 mm 1288 x 190 mm

Thickness 8 mm 8 mm

Box 9 planks – 2,20 m² – 15,7 kg 9 planks – 2,20 m² – 15,7 kg

Pallet 56 boxes – 123,34 m² – 891 kg 56 boxes – 123,34 m² – 891 kg

Not sure how to get started? No worries. 
You’ll find detailed installation instructions 
available in the packaging and on our 
website. Thanks to the efficient PentaLoc 
locking system, you’re all set for an easy 
and straightforward installation. 



Smartline 8 hydro+ Bristol Oak
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